Patent map and technology intelligence report. Vehicle Brake Control Systems Or Parts Thereof; Brake Control Systems, Or Parts Thereof

Description: Arrangements of braking elements, i.e. of those parts where braking effect occurs; Portable devices for preventing unwanted movement of vehicles, e.g. chocks; Vehicle modifications to facilitate cooling of brakes; Brake-action initiating means; Arrangements for adjusting wheel-braking force to meet varying vehicular or ground-surface conditions, e.g. limiting or varying distribution of braking force; Control or regulation for continuous braking making use of fluid or powdered medium, e.g. for use when descending a long slope; Transmitting braking action from initiating means to ultimate brake actuator without power assistance or drive or where such assistance or drive is irrelevant; Transmitting braking action from initiating means to ultimate brake actuator with power assistance or drive; Brake systems incorporating such transmitting means, e.g. air-pressure brake systems; Construction, arrangement, or operation of valves incorporated in power brake systems; Application and release valves; Component parts, details, or accessories of brake systems, or presenting other characteristic features; Arrangements of pumps or compressors, or control devices therefor; Arrangement of piping, valves in the piping, e.g. cut-off valves, couplings or air hoses; Applications or arrangements of reservoirs; Brake cylinders other than ultimate actuators; Safety devices; Monitoring.
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